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Activities

Terrific Papers™ are the ideal choice
choice for creative awards, flyers,
and a wonderful variety of creative
designs! Here are a few fun ideas.

Beautiful Butterflies
Add butterflies to your displays! Fanfold a sheet or two of Terrific Papers™
and secure with a black pipe cleaner
twisted around the center of the folds.
Shape the ends of the pipe cleaner
into antennae, and spread out the
fan folds for the wings. Decorate with
superSpots® Stickers.

Paper Lanterns
L

Playful
Playfu
ul Po
Pooch Notes

Fun accents for your next party! Fold a
piece of Terrific Papers™ in half lengthwise. Cut long slits in the paper evenly
along the fold. Unfold, lap the edges with
the fold out, and glue. Use ribbon or strip
of paper to create a lantern hanger.

Here’s a way
w to send a memorable
4¼" square from the cornote. Cut a 4¼
note
ner off a piece of Terrific Papers™. Write
your note on the blank side. Fold into a
triangle with the printed border showing on one side. Fold from the center
of the long edge so that the bordered
points cross the middle of each cut
edge. Draw a doggy face on the white
space behind the pooch’s
pooch s ears.

Friendly
Friend
dly Boxes
d

Festiv e Decorations
Set the scene for celebration! Fan-fold two
sheets of Terrific Papers™, find the middle of
each, and glue the center edges together. Fan
into two half circles, then glue together for a
full circle with a length yarn running through
the middle. Glue several circles to the same
length of yarn.

Make a ffurry fun prize box. Cut 1" slits on the
sides
long sid
de of a sheet of Furry Friends™ Terrific
™
Papers 1" and 5" from each corner. Fold the
paper aatt each of the slits, then fold up the sides
secure
and sec
u the flaps to make a box. Bend up
bottom
the bott
to of a Furry Friends™ Mini Accent and
attach to
t the box to make a handle.

More on
back
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May (or Anytime) Baskets
Give baskets to celebrate spring or present rewards and
other treats! Fold each side of a sheet of Terrific Papers™
two inches in from the edge. Cut diagonally in from
the corners to the points where the folds cross. Stand
the sides of the basket up and glue the triangular flaps
to the neighboring sides to secure. Add a handle made
of a border strip of Terrific Papers™, a length of Terrific
Trimmers®, or colorful ribbon.

Elegant Env elopes
Unique Awards

Make any note look more special. Measure
in 2¾" from each long edge of a Terrific
Papers™ page and fold. On the short sides,
measure in 21⁄8" and fold to create a 5½" x
4 ¼" rectangle in the page center. Cut out
the corners along the folded lines, then cut
matching curves into each set of flaps. After
adding a note, lap the edge of each flap
under the flap next to it. Seal with a sticker.

Make quiick awards for every need.
Pair Terrific Papers™ with the Classic
Accents® and Mini accents of your
choice to design awards that you
can p
print anyy time.

Party Inv itations
ns
Get your next party off to a wild start!
Write or print your invitation
tation on a piece
of Terrific Papers®. Fold and use a Furry
Friends™ Mini Accent or similar accent
to
the invitation closed
to hold
h
closed as you
deliver
to a guest.
d

Origami sculptures
F ld d paper shapes
Folded
h
delight
d li ht and
d tte
teach
each
h llearners to
t follow
f ll w
detail.
Internet
directions and pay attention to det
tail. Search the Interne
et
or go to your favorite paper crafts store for thousands of
o
Papers
creative ways to fold Terrific Paper
rs™.
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Tent-style awards
Make awards students can display. Fold a
piece of Terrific Papers™ so that the border
shows. Near the folded edge, glue on a Mini
Accent such as Gumdrop Stars (T-10843)
so that the accent rises above the fold.
Complete by adding a student’s name and
achievement, and decorate with stickers.

Motivating Letters
rs
A hand-written note of
encouragement makes an
impact! Use Terrific Paperss™
to send a memorable mes-sage to a student. To deliver,
ver,
fold a second sheet of Terrific
rific
Papers™ around your note,,
and seal with the Mini
Accents shape of your choice.
oice.

Small
S
ll S
Suitcases
it
Make two folds in the center of a sheet of Terrific Papers™ one
inch apart. Line up the edges and punch holes evenly down the
sides of the page. Lace yarn or ribbon loosely and tie to make a
pouch. Add handles made from Frames Mini Accents pieces.

Detail of
clothespin holder.

Class Reminders
Write a reminder that will get noticed!
Terrific Papers™ are perfect for posting notes
for the whole class to read. Choose a spot in
your room to post reminders, and use a fun
holder made from a clothespin and a Mini
Accents shape to add emphasis.
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Student Books
Create student memory books. Fold several sheets
of plain paper and fill with a story and drawings.
Decorate a folded sheet of Terrific Papers™ for a
book cover. Punch two holes 4” apart on the folded
edge of the book, then thread colorful yarn through
and tie to bind the book together.

